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ABSTRACT
One Time Pad (OTP) is unconditionally secure cryptosystem. The one time pad is a
long sequence of random bits. These bits are combined with the plaintext message to
produce the ciphertext. One time pad key should be used only once. OTP is the only
encryption algorithm that has been proven to be unbreakable. In this paper, the
design, design principals, analysis and simulation of new OTP stream cipher algorithm
is introduced based on the unpredictability concept which was introduced earlier.
The unpredictability concept is based on the randomness of the used encryption
algorithm where instead of using one encryption algorithm to secure data, multiple
encryption algorithms are used at the same time. Also, instead of using one input,
multiple inputs are used at the same time. Pseudo Random Number Generator
(PRNG) is used to choose which input entered the selected encryption algorithm. The
Linear Complexity (LC) for the designed algorithm is measured on 1 Tera Bytes where
no repetition is detected. The proof of security for the designed algorithm is given to
show the high security level of the OTP proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm
passed all NIST tests. The designed algorithm can easily resist different attacks such
as linear, differential and algebraic cryptanalysis; also it resists other cryptanalysis
attacks.
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1. Introduction
One time pad (OTP) [1] encryption is a binary additive stream cipher, where a stream of
randomness keys is generated and then combined with the plaintext for encryption or with the
ciphertext for decryption by an ‘exclusive OR’ (XOR). One time pad (OTP) encryption algorithm is
unbreakable encryption due to that the key must be as long as the plaintext, the key must be
random and the key must only be used once. It will be impossible to decipher one time pad
encrypted data without having the proper key, regardless any existing or future cryptanalytic attack
or technology. Our designed OTP encryption algorithm is based on the unpredictability concept.
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The unpredictability concept depends on the randomness of the used encryption algorithm. Instead
of using one encryption algorithm to secure data, multiple encryption algorithms are used at the
same time. Also, instead of using one input, multiple inputs are used at the same time. Pseudo
Random Number Generator (PRNG) is used to select which input entered the selected encryption
algorithm. In one time pad encryption scheme, random key is equal in length to the plaintext
message to be encrypted, with no repetition is used. In this paper, we propose a new OTP stream
cipher encryption algorithm with the followings as:
1- Two RC4 algorithms as inputs with key size of 256 bits for each which are noted RC41 and
RC42 and the output of each RC4 is 256 bits.
2- Two Double AES-256 algorithms with only three rounds and each output of 256 bits which
are noted DBAES1 and DBAES2. The Double AES-256 has 512 bits key length
3- One RC4 algorithm to select which input entered the selected Double AES-256 algorithm
which is noted RC43 with key size of 512 bits and output of the RC4 is 1 bit.
4- The total key size of the cryptosystem is 2048 bits.
5- XOR between the outputs of the two Double AES-256 which is DBout which is the key
stream that is 256 bits.
6- XOR between DBout and Plaintext of 256 bits to produce the ciphertext.
The key stream of 256 bits of the designed algorithm Linear Complexity is measured over 1 Tera
Bytes and no repetitions is detected. The key stream of 256 bits of the designed algorithm passed
all the NIST tests. RC4 has period of 10100 [2] with total period for the two RC4 algorithms of 10200.
The total period of the three RC4 algorithms is 10300 which is the period of the designed new OTP
stream cipher encryption algorithm. Therefore, our proposed designed OTP algorithm has long
period which is resulted from the unpredictability concept [3]. The designed OTP stream cipher
encryption algorithm is secure against different attacks such as linear cryptanalysis [4,6],
differential cryptanalysis [5,6,9,11], algebraic attack [6,7,11], correlation attack [11], divide and
conquer attack [11], related key attack [6,8], sliding attack [6,12] and binary decision diagram (BDD)
attack [12] due to the unpredictability concept where the attacker is confused and the attacker
cannot decide which algorithm is operating with a defined input from the two RC4 algorithms.
The speed of the proposed designed OTP algorithm is measured which is 75 M bits /Sec on
Laptop Dell Inspiron 15R and the operating system is Windows 7 of 64-bit, Processor Intel® Core™
i7-5400U CPU @ 1.80 GHz and RAM of 8 GB. Our proposed designed OTP encryption algorithm
achieves high security level.
1.1 Contributions
1- The design and simulation of new OTP stream cipher algorithm is proposed that is based on the
unpredictability concept which is immune to different cryptanalysis attacks.
2- High speed encryption and decryption.
1.2 Outline of the Paper
Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 introduces the design principales. Section 4
presents the algorithm architecture. Section 5 presents software implementation. Section 6
introduces the Linear Complexity. Section 7 presents the NIST tests. Section 8 presents the
performance analysis. Section 9 concludes the paper.
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2. Related Work
In this section, we present a brief overview of the related works which we will employ to our
proposed design of the new One Time Pad (OTP) stream cipher encryption algorithm as the
following:
2.1 The Vernam Cipher
There is only one completely secure cryptosystem known as Vernam Cipher [1, 13]. In modern
terminology, a Vernam cipher is a symmetrical stream cipher in which the plaintext is combined
with random or pseudorandom stream of data (key stream) of the same length to generate
ciphertext output using XOR function. The key stream is random and it is used only once. Vernam
Cipher uses a random key that is as long as the message. The key stream needs not to be repeated.
In additional, the key must be use once for encryption and decryption of a single message and then
that key is discarded. So, this technique is called the One Time Pad and it is unbreakable.
2.2 SSEA3
The Spread Spectrum Encryption Architecture (SSEA3) [3] is computationally secure
cryptosystem. Spread Spectrum Encryption Architecture is a family of symmetric key cipher
systems. It consists of Two AES-256 encryption algorithms with only 3 rounds to achieve
unpredictability in its design at subkeys level, output level and algorithm level. SSEA3 architecture is
based on the unpredictability concept. The unpredictability concept concerned with selecting one
algorithm from multiple algorithms, selecting one subkey from multiple subkeys at each round of
the block cipher algorithm in addition to masking the output ciphertext with encrypted stream of
bits. SSEA3 has two AES-256 encryption algorithms with two different S-Boxes to solve the
synchronization problem between the two algorithms used. Each algorithm has only 3 rounds of
AES-256. Different S-Boxes is used to ensure different algorithms output with the same key. The
encryption algorithm will keep changing from algorithm one to algorithm two. Each round has 16
subkeys of the 3 rounds. The subkeys are dynamic (not fixed). The output of the two AES-256
encryption algorithms is XORED to produce ciphertext output. SSEA3 is highly secure and highly
speed encryption algorithm which can resist Quantum Computer (QC) [14, 15] attacks. As shown in
Figure 1, the SSEA3 architecture has two AES-256 encryption algorithms and two session keys for
the cryptosystem. The RC4 stream cipher algorithm selects which subkey is used to encrypt the
plaintext. One subkey of the 16 subkeys is chosen at each round based on RC4 stream cipher
algorithm as Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG). The PRNG chooses where the plaintext
goes to algorithm 1 or algorithm 2. The output from RC4 stream cipher algorithm is used to enter
the algorithm that is not used by the plaintext. The outputs from the two encryption algorithms are
XORed to produce ciphertext output as shown in Figure 1.
RC4 Output

Plaintext
RC4 as PRNG
Selector

Selector

AES-256, 3rounds, s1

AES-256, 3rounds, s2

Selector

Key1

Key2
RC4 as PRNG

XOR

RC4 as PRNG

Output

Fig. 1. SSEA3 Encryption Architecture
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3. Design Principles
The proposed design of a new One Time Pad (OTP) stream cipher encryption algorithm is based
on the unpredictability concept. The unpredictability concept is based on the randomness of the
used encryption algorithm. Instead of using one encryption algorithm to secure data, multiple
encryption algorithms are used at the same time. Also, instead of using one input, multiple inputs
are used at the same time. Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG) is used to choose which
input entered the selected encryption algorithm. The proposed structure of OTP algorithm is
resembling SSEA3. In this paper, we propose the design and simulation a new OTP stream cipher
encryption algorithm with the following design principles:
a) The unpredictability concept.
1- Using multiple encryption algorithms at the same time based on PRNG instead of using one
encryption algorithm.
2- Using multiple inputs at the same time instead of using one input.
3- XOR between the outputs of the encryption algorithms.
b) High security level through resisting different cryptanalysis attacks.
c) High speed of generating the bits stream of the OTP stream cipher and high speed of the
proposed encryption algorithm.
4. Algorithm Architecture
4.1 System Components
4.1.1 Two Double AES-256 encryption algorithms with only three Rounds
We proposed to use two Double AES-256 encryption algorithms with two different S-Boxes.
Two different S-Boxes are used to solve the synchronization problem between the two algorithms.
Each algorithm has Double AES-256 with only three rounds. The encryption algorithm will keep
changing from algorithm 1 to algorithm 2 based on RC4. The proposed architecture is dynamic due
to the unpredictability concept. The attacker cannot perform any cryptanalysis attack over the
ciphertext output because of the unpredictability concept.
4.1.2 Key schedule
There are four keys each of 256 bits length. We select the key schedule of AES-256 to generate
sub keys at each round for the three rounds for each algorithm used. The key schedule of AES-256
generates the 256 bits seed for the RC4 stream cipher algorithm.
4.1.3 RC4 Stream Cipher Algorithm as Pseudo Random Number Generators (PRNG)
The proposed designed encryption algorithm has three RC4 stream cipher algorithm as PRNG.
The RC4 is used to select where the inputs goes to algorithm 1 or algorithm 2. The output from the
two RC4 stream cipher algorithm is used to enter the two algorithms. The outputs from the two
encryption algorithms are XORed to generate the key stream of 256 bits.
4.2 Encryption Process
Figure 2 shows that the proposed algorithm architecture has Two Double AES-256 encryption
algorithm and one session key for each algorithm (K1, K2). RC43 stream cipher algorithm chooses
which output from RC41 and RC42 will enter the two Double AES-256 algorithms. The output of the
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two algorithms are XORed to generate the key stream and the key stream is XORed with plaintext
to generate the encrypted ciphertext output.

Fig. 2. Encryption Process

4.3 Decryption Process
The Decryption Process of the proposed algorithm is done by the same process of encryption in
addition to perform XORing between ciphertext and key stream as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Decryption Process

4.4 Mathematical Model
4.4.1 Encryption
RC43 Selects ENCDB1AES-256 OR ENCDB2AES-256
ENCDB1AES-256(RC41) =C1, the first double AES-256 encrypts the output from first RC4
ENCDB2AES-256(RC42) =C2, the second double AES-256 encrypts the output from second RC4
Key Stream (DBout) =C1⊕ C2
Ciphertext=DBout ⊕ Plaintext
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4.4.2 Decryption
RC43 Selects ENCDB1AES-256 OR ENCDB2AES-256
DECDB1AES-256(RC41) =C1, the first double AES-256 encrypts the output from first RC4
DECDB2AES-256(RC42) =C2, the second double AES-256 encrypts the output from second RC4
Key Stream (DBout) =C1 ⊕ C2
Plaintext=DBout ⊕ Ciphertext
4.5 System Analysis
The attacker needs to know which algorithm is operating to encrypt RC41 and RC42. The
designed algorithm architecture stops the linear and differential cryptanalysis due to that the
attacker does not know which algorithm is used to encrypt RC41 and RC42.
4.6 Proof of Security according to Cryptanalysis Attacks
The Designed Algorithm is immune to Linear Cryptanalysis, Differential Cryptanalysis, Algebraic
Attack, Correlation attacks, Divide and Conquer attack, Related Key attack, Sliding attack and BDD
attack (Binary Decision Diagram attack).
The cryptanalysis attacks are based on the fact that the algorithm is fixed and the algorithm in
the new designed OTP keep changing for every RC41 and RC42 blocks; therefore, the cryptanalysis
attacks are not applicable.
5. Results and Software Implementation
We developed software for the proposed encryption algorithm. This software can encrypt and
decrypt files in addition to measuring the Linear Complexity (LC) for the designed algorithm that is
measured on 1 Tera Bytes where no repetition is detected. The output file from the designed
system is immune to different cryptanalysis attacks where unpredictability is the barrier between
the proposed system and the attacks. Also, proposed system is faster than [1].
6. Linear Complexity
The LC is a technique that is used to determine the period of output that can be repeated and
to determine whether or not the sequence is complex enough to be considered random. The
possibility of using the linear complexity characteristic for testing randomness is based on the
Berlekamp-Massey [16] algorithm, which provides an efficient way to evaluate finite strings. The
Berlekamp-Massey is an algorithm that is used to determine the LC. The LC for the designed
algorithm is measured on 1 Tera Bytes where no repetition is detected. The LC test is the most
important test for stream cipher encryption algorithms.
7. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Tests [17]
The proposed algorithm passed all NIST tests which is a freeware package for statistical tests as
the following:
1. The Frequency (Monobit) Test.
2. Frequency Test within a Block.
3. The Runs Test.
4. Longest-Run-of-Ones in a Block.
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5. The Binary Matrix Rank Test.
6. The Discrete Fourier Transform (Spectral) Test.
7. The Non-overlapping Template Matching Test.
8. The Overlapping Template Matching Test.
9. Maurer's “Universal Statistical” Test.
10. The Linear Complexity Test.
11. The Serial Test.
12. The Approximate Entropy Test.
13. The Cumulative Sums (Cusums) Test.
14. The Random Excursions Test.
15. The Random Excursions Variant Test.
8. Performance Analysis
The proposed algorithm is characterized by high security level through resisting different
cryptanalysis attacks, high speed of generating the bits stream of the OTP stream cipher and high
speed of the proposed encryption algorithm. The speed of the proposed designed OTP algorithm is
measured which is 75 M bits /Sec on Laptop Dell Inspiron 15R and the operating system is Windows
7 of 64-bit, Processor Intel® Core™ i7-5400U CPU @ 1.80 GHz and RAM of 8 GB.
9. Conclusion
We proposed to design and simulate a new OTP stream cipher encryption algorithm which is
suitable for applications that needs high security such as UAV Data Link. The proposed design
algorithm resists different cryptanalysis attacks such as Linear, Differential cryptanalysis and
algebraic attacks. It has high speed of generating the key stream bits of the OTP stream cipher and
high speed of the proposed encryption algorithm of 75 M bits/Sec.
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